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1 Justice and Reconciliation in Enduring

Conflicts

In March 2011, rural women from the conflict-devastated department of

Ayacucho, Peru, traveled to the Peruvian capital to organize a Chalina de

la Esperanza (Scarf of Hope) exhibition to raise awareness for survivors of

political violence. The centerpiece of the occasion, a kilometer-long quilt,

made by the women, documented their experiences and those of their

still-missing family members. Originally scheduled to take place in the

upscale Lima neighborhood of San Isidro, the mayor canceled the event

days before the women’s arrival, on the allegation that the event was pro-

Shining Path, prompting both outrage among human rights organizations

and close media scrutiny. Under public pressure, the Lima municipality

moved the event to the capital’s town hall, hanging the quilts in a display

around the municipal square. The attempt to censor the event resulted in

a much bigger and higher-profile ceremony, with Nobel Prize laureate

and political figure Mario Vargas Llosa giving a keynote speech and

candidates in Peru’s upcoming elections in attendance. While the con-

troversy surrounding the event revealed deep divisions in Peruvian

society, outrage over its censorship is also testament to victims’ increased

visibility in an era of increased attention to state violence.

Since Peru’s large-scale and controversial truth-seeking process was

launched, historical memory has come to play a prominent role in

Peruvian social politics. Two decades of political violence at the hands

of the Shining Path and the Movimiento Revolucionario Túpac Amaru

(MRTA), mirrored by violence on the part of state actors, sharply divided

the country. In 2001, Peru’s large-scale truth-seeking process, the

Comisión de la Verdad y Reconciliación (CVR), was set up by presiden-

tial decree counter to a strong discourse among Peru’s coastal middle

classes and elites saying that it was time to “voltear la página” (turn the

page) and focus on the future. The CVR was the only Latin-American

commission to use public hearings – a practice it adopted from South

Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) – yet it also con-

sciously distanced itself from the South African restorative model. Where

a large percentage of victims represented a historically marginalized and
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largely indigenous rural population, the Commission focused on two

main goals: first, to acknowledge and dignify victims and historically

marginalized communities as citizens, and thereby advance civic nation-

and state-building, and, second, to raise awareness of the state’s role in

the conflict and the effects of political violence among Peru’s coastal

middle classes. The conflict’s main protagonists – the military and the

Shining Path – were largely absent from hearings and, unlike other truth

commissions, the CVR was not tied to any official reintegration program.

In Sierra Leone, following a violent and destructive eleven-year civil

war, a heavy-handed international intervention in the country’s post-

conflict reconstruction process unleashed a different dynamic. A long

history of colonial rule and external interference before and during the

war had further politicized external interference, unleashing a debate over

the appropriate ends, means, and agents of post-conflict peace-building.

Although some worked in support of the UN-established TRC and the

Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL), sectors of Sierra Leonean civil

society also distanced themselves from global justice, emphasizing local-

ism and a decentralization of politics. Despite criticisms that internation-

ally supported transitional justice had sidelined local culture and civil

society, global justice alsomobilized local actors and grassroots processes.

The emergence of the community-based reconciliation project Fambul

Tok, established by the organization Forum of Conscience, illustrates

a complex interplay between global and local accountability processes,

with its founder, human rights activist John Caulker, eventually distan-

cing himself from his earlier work at the TRC Working Group.

Maintaining that the TRC had not generated ownership and had insuffi-

ciently engaged war-affected communities, Fambul Tok (meaning

“family talk” in Krio) seeks to advance a locally driven restorative agenda,

plugging into communities’ own traditions and working through com-

munity authorities and representatives. While the project situates itself as

a Sierra Leonean alternative to globalized transitional justice, it is also an

outgrowth of formal mechanisms, plugging into an expectations crisis

resulting from a loss of momentum and legitimacy surrounding global

means.

In this book, I examine the nature and dynamics of justice and recon-

ciliation in Peru and Sierra Leone and the challenges of reconciliation in

societies recovering from complex and protracted societal conflicts.

In many ways, the politics and controversy surrounding formal justice

and memory described above indicate a clear lack of substantive reconci-

liation and evidence the raw and still unsettled natures of both conflicts.

The challenges of reconciliation in societies recovering from complex and

protracted societal conflicts are amajor theme of this research and emerge
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strongly in both the theoretical and empirical chapters of the book.

Whereas much of transitional justice theory and practice was consoli-

dated in the aftermath of World War II at the Allied prosecutions at

Tokyo and Nuremberg, and later in the context of regime transitions in

the Cold War, in this manuscript I look closely at the difficulties in

establishing transitional justice in different parts of the world, and parti-

cularly in divided societies following protracted and complex internal

conflicts. Stressing endogeneity in transitional justice and peace-

building, I maintain that the conditions that justice and reconciliation

processes were set up to address also fundamentally constrained their

reach and impact. The long-term political, social, and economic margin-

alization of remote regions, and highly concentrated experiences of vio-

lence in particular, generated profound mistrust and resentment and

fundamentally shaped local experiences of justice and reconciliation.

In both countries, a subsequent lack of follow-up, especially in reparatory

justice, combined with political and public indifference further magnified

popular frustrations and generated loss of momentum over time.

The controversies surrounding transitional justice are expressions of

these fractions, showing the unfinished and partial nature of conflict

transitions.

Despite these problems, I argue that limited degrees of reconciliation

and justice can take place even in deeply divided societies where the

legacies and root causes of conflict remain unsettled. Looking at the

intersection of formal and informal justice, I advance a view of justice

and reconciliation as complex, dynamic, and temporally sensitive pro-

cesses that can assume varying forms and degrees over time. While inter-

national theory and practice has frequently conceived of reconciliation as

a concrete endpoint that individuals and societies reach, reconciliation,

as I conceive of it in this book, principally involves the consolidation

of a critical space that allows for political engagement and the contesta-

tion of ideas. I develop an understanding of what I call “procedural

reconciliation” – a long-term and ongoing process of setting out and

consolidating common parameters through which actors and commu-

nities can articulate grievances and pursue distinct (and often competing)

grievances and claims. Procedural reconciliation is, by nature, context-

ually variable and open ended, yet what is important is the longer-term

cumulative consolidation of effects over time. Individuals and groupsmay

disagree over the past and the legitimacy of each other’s claims, yet,

through their disagreement, reinforce a normative and discursive frame-

work of rights and responsibilities. This process places historical memory

in the public sphere and by transferring conflict into political channels

strengthens nonviolent norms and procedures.
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Reconciliation in Protracted Social Conflicts

Reconciliation is pivotal to conflict transformation, yet it is often the least

integrated dimension of peace-building theory and practice. Since World

War II, intrastate wars have killed over 16.2 million people, five times the

number caused by interstate warfare.
1
Some of the worst outbreaks of

violence have occurred within protracted conflicts. Protracted conflicts

tend to have deep roots in political, economic, and social structures,

target and recruit civilians, and divide societies along identity lines.2

Significantly, multiple cycles of violence characterize protracted conflicts,

with 40 percent of countries that had civil wars experiencing a new civil

war within a decade.3 Unlike interstate wars, where victims and perpe-

trators did not have to come into contact after the military termination of

violence, the demands of coexistence in today’s intrastate conflicts mean

that individualsmust findways to live not only with their histories but also

with each other.

Despite recognition of the importance of reconciliation, the field of

transitional justice – the formal and informal measures used to address

past abuses during transitions from violence or authoritarian rule – has

uneasily integrated reconciliation as an objective. As I will detail in

Chapter 3, reconciliation has been difficult to theorize and empirically

assess. Academic literature has often approached it with caution, criticiz-

ing it for its conceptually nebulous, vague, and subjective nature.4

Despite a longer intellectual concern with forgiveness and justice follow-

ing mass atrocity, within transitional justice, reconciliation has had

a specific historical foundation. As I will argue in Chapter 2, the historical

trajectory and experience of transitional justice as a field is significant and

continues to bear relevance. Transitional justice consolidated as a set of

global epistemic practices and ideas during Cold War “third wave”

democratization in South America. In the Southern Cone, as in

Uruguay (1985) and Argentina (1983–1984), sustained civil society

activism and strong leadership bolstered the legitimacy of accountability

processes, linking them to democratization and popular struggles against

oppressive regimes. In these early instances of transitional justice,

1
James D. Fearon and David Laitin, “Ethnicity, Insurgency, and Civil War,” American

Political Science Review 97 (2003), p. 75.
2 Edward Azar, The Management of Protracted Social Conflict: Theory and Cases (Dartmouth:

Aldershot, 1990); Louis Kriesberg, “Reconciliation: Aspects, Growth, Sequences,”

International Journal of Peace Studies 12, no. 1 (2007), p. 1.
3
Paul Collier, Anke Hoeffler, and Måns Söderbom, “Post-conflict Risks,” Journal of Peace

Research 45 (2008), pp. 461–478.
4
Joanna Quinn, “What Is Reconciliation?” in Reconciliation(s): Transitional Justice in

Postconflict Societies, ed. Joanna Quinn (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s

University Press, 2009), p. 181.
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scholars and practitioners focused often on vertical relationships between

political authorities and citizens, and viewed reconciliation with suspicion

as a political nation-building discourse and alternative to criminal justice.

The development of transitional justice practices during this time thus

further steered scholars and practitioners away from engagement with

reconciliation and peace-building.

The South African TRC was, in fundamental ways, a turning point in

transitional justice, and bolstered interest in reconciliation as a legitimate

and necessary societal end. Its invocation of ideas of restorative justice

and Christian themes of forgiveness, catharsis, and repentance, and its

public and charged procedures, helped generate a distinct sociopsycho-

logical understanding of reconciliation, focused on forgiveness and the

transformation of viewpoints and relationships. Unlike previous truth

commissions in the Southern Cone, the South African TRC looked

beyond state-sponsored abuses, bringing attention to horizontal ties and

interracial dialogue and healing. In the post–Cold War period, dissatis-

faction with criminal justice domestically and abroad and a concern with

complex political emergencies again augmented interest in reconciliation.

The technocratic and short-term global emphasis on criminal justice and

individual accountability translated less straightforwardly to contexts

marked, for instance, by forced recruitment of combatants, the wide-

spread use of child soldiers, and the use of civilians as collaborators.5

This, in many ways, has prompted critical scrutiny on the aims and

priorities of transitional justice. It has also encouraged reassessment of

the emphasis of global transitional justice on short-term formal and

legalistic procedures over the longer-term and locally valued objectives

of psychological healing, reconciliation, and structural justice.6

5
Rami Mani, Beyond Retribution: Seeking Justice in the Shadows of War (Cambridge and

Maldon, MA: Polity Press, 2007), p. 18. See also Harvey M. Weinstein, Laurel

E. Fletcher, and Patrick Vinck, “Stay the Hand of Justice,” in Localizing Transitional

Justice: Interventions and Priorities after Mass Violence, ed. Rosalind Shaw, Lars Waldorf,

and Pierre Hazan (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010), pp. 27–48; Moses

Chrispus Okello, “Afterword: Elevating Transitional Local Justice or Crystallizing Global

Governance,” in Localizing Transitional Justice: Interventions and Priorities after Mass

Violence, ed. Rosalind Shaw, Lars Waldorf, and Pierre Hazan (Stanford, CA: Stanford

University Press, 2010), pp. 275–284.
6
Paul Gready and Simon Robins, “From Transitional Justice to Transformative Justice:

A New Agenda in Practice,” The International Journal for Transitional Justice 8 (2014),

pp. 7–10. See also Wendy Lambourne, “Transitional Justice after Mass Violence:

Reconciling Retributive and Restorative Justice,” in Julius Stone: A Study in Influence,

ed. Helen Irving, Jacqueline Mowbray, and Kevin Walton (Sydney: Federation Press,

2010), p. 34; Wendy Lambourne, “Transitional Justice and Peace-Building after Mass

Violence,” International Journal of Transitional Justice 3 (2009), p. 30. Rama Mani argues

that transitional justice has prioritized “rectificatory” over distributive justice, insuffi-

ciently taking into account the needs of developing countries and the underlying structures
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Although the fields of peace-building and transitional justice have

made important strides in thinking critically about the longer-term

drivers of reconciliation and its resonance and linkages to various forms

of justice, a starting concern of this book is the emergence and dominance

of a narrow and polarizing research orientation linking transitional justice

and reconciliation. Within transitional justice, early literature often

focused on reconciliation as a process of psychological change and social

learning in which individuals and groups altered their perceptions of each

other and/or the past.7 Drawing on the South African TRC’s notion of

“social” or “dialogue” truth, some argued, for instance, that truth com-

missions could facilitate reconciliation by generating “points of conver-

sion” through dialogue and exchange.8 While the literature on South

Africa has since become more self-critical and divided, particularly as

more systematic empirical research came out,9 empirical literature

beyond South Africa has been more pragmatically inclined. A rich inter-

pretive body of research has examined the processes through which

individuals and communities negotiate the parameters of civilian life.10

Importantly, this often ethnographic scholarship examines individuals’

and communities’ definitions of reconciliation in their own terms.

In a range of contexts, qualitative studies have laid out ways in which

communities have managed to live together and find common ground

even in the face of lingering grievances and shortcomings in justice and

that perpetuate suffering and exploitation. Mani, Beyond Retribution, p. 18. See also

Rama Mani, “Dilemmas of Expanding Transitional Justice,” International Journal for

Transitional Justice 2 (2008), pp. 253–265.
7
Priscilla B. Hayner, Unspeakable Truths: Facing the Challenge of Truth Commissions

(New York, NY: Routledge, 2002); Martha Minow, Between Vengeance and Forgiveness:

Facing History after Genocide and Mass Violence (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2000).

An important question in early literature is whether truth commissions or trials could foster

more nuanced and tolerant understandings: truth commissions or trials. Laurel E. Fletcher

and Harvey M. Weinstein, “Violence and Social Repair: Rethinking the Contribution of

Justice to Reconciliation,” Human Rights Quarterly 24 (2002), pp. 573–639; Kirsten

A. Ainley, “Responsibility for Atrocity: Individual Criminal Agency and the International

Criminal Court,” Evil, Law and the State: Perspectives on State Power and Violence, ed.

John Parry (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2006), pp. 143–158.
8 Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson, “The Moral Foundations of Truth

Commissions,” in Truth v. Justice: The Morality of Truth Commissions, ed. Robert

R. Rotberg and Dennis Thompson (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000),

pp. 22–23.
9 James L. Gibson, Overcoming Apartheid: Can Truth Heal a Divided Nation (New York,

NY: Russell Sage Foundation, 2004).
10 See, for instance, Erin Baines, “The Haunting of Alice: Local Approaches to Justice and

Reconciliation in Northern Uganda,” International Journal of Transitional Justice 1, no. 1

(2007), pp. 91–114;Kimberly SusanTheidon, “Justice inTransition:TheMicropolitics of

Reconciliation inPost-war Peru,”The Journal ofConflict Resolution50 (2006), pp. 433–457;

Kimberly Theidon, Intimate Enemies: Violence and Reconciliation in Peru (Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012).
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reparations. In general, this literature has been critical of formal global

interventions, arguing in favor of locally run and culturally rooted justice

and reconciliation.11 On the other end of the spectrum, while a large

comparatively oriented literature has examined the effectiveness of tran-

sitional justice across cases, it has tended not to engage with reconcilia-

tion, which it sees as immeasurable given its arguably subjective nature.

Unlike the ethnographic literature, it tends to focus on the macro level,

drawing largely on quantifiable criteria, such as democratic institution-

building and the implementation of human rights, to assess impact.12

The focus on impact assessment is important and welcome, particu-

larly in what has long been a heavily normatively laden field. At the same

time, there is room between both extremes – the large-N quantitative

literature that seeks to evaluate transitional justice, irrespective of institu-

tion and context, and the ethnographic micro-level qualitative literature,

which tends to use local culture and individual preferences as benchmarks

for evaluation. Although in the last two decades, scholars and practi-

tioners have argued that transitional justice should facilitate peace-

building and address broader longer-term contextually specific root

causes of conflict, how it should do so is less clear.13 To date, the

11
Rosalind Shaw and Lars Waldorf, Localizing Transitional Justice: Interventions and

Priorities after Mass Violence (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010).
12 Tricia Olsen, Leigh Payne, and Andrew Reiter argue that transitional justice’s normative

foundations are a consequence of its commitment to preferences, and seek to provide

empirically grounded and testable claims. Tricia D. Olsen, Leigh A. Payne, and Andrew

G. Reiter, Transitional Justice in Balance: Comparing Processes, Weighing Efficacy

(Washington, DC: United States Institute for Peace, 2010); Tricia D. Olsen, Leigh

A. Payne, Andrew G. Reiter, and Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm, “When Truth Commissions

ImproveHumanRights,” International Journal of Transitional Justice4 (2010), pp. 457–476;

Jack Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri, “Trials and Errors: Principle and Pragmatism in

Strategies in International Justice,” International Security 28 (2003), pp. 5–44;

Hunjoon Kim and Kathryn Sikkink, “Explaining the Deterrent Effect of Human Rights

Prosecutions for Transitional Countries,” International Studies Quarterly 54 (2010),

pp. 939–963. Although coming from a different starting point, a recent normative scholar-

ship prominent among scholar–practitioners also seeks to standardize objectives and

evaluation criteria, by drawing on recent practices to capture emerging consensus in the

field. Pablo de Greiff, “Theorizing Transitional Justice,” in Transitional Justice, Nomos,

Volume L, ed. Melissa Williams, Rosemary Nagy, and Jon Elster (New York, NY:

New York University Press, 2012), p. 18; David A. Crocker, “Reckoning with Past

Wrongs: A Normative Framework” (June 2004), p. 11. Available at: http://terpconnect

.umd.edu/~dcrocker/Courses/Docs/Reckoning%20with%20past%20wrongs.pdf.
13 The United Nations and the International Center for Transitional Justice argue that

transitional justice should address the root causes of violence, engage and empower

citizenry, strengthen political structures, and facilitate civic participation.

The International Center for Transitional Justice, “What Is Transitional Justice?” (2008)

and the United Nations, “What Is Transitional Justice? A Backgrounder” (February 20,

2008). Available at: www.un.org/en/peace-building/pdf/doc_wgll/justice_times_transition/

26_02_2008_background_note.pdf. See also a critical normative literature, particularly

Gready and Robins, “From Transitional Justice to Transformative Justice.”
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literature lacks a strong understanding of societal reconciliation and its

relationship to transitional justice, and the fields of peace-building and

transitional justice continue to be atomized from each other.

In this book, I argue that the scholarship’s limited attention to societal

reconciliation and the normative and discursive substantive contributions

of transitional justice has resulted in a narrow empirical research agenda.

There are also discrepancies between academic theory and the policy

community. While formal transitional justice mechanisms often focus

their efforts on the civic sphere,14 empirical scholarship on reconciliation

has often focused on the impact of formal justice on individual healing

and community reconciliation.15 Although a rich philosophical literature

has emerged on the drivers and nature of reconciliation at different levels

of analysis, more needs to be done to integrate this wide-ranging con-

ceptual work on reconciliation into a coherent empirical research pro-

gram. This also requires further thinking through the nature of harm and

what aspects of harm transitional justice can and should address, parti-

cularly with regard to complex and protracted internal violence. Although

protracted conflicts have often been sites of multiple cycles of violence,

I am concerned that transitional justice theory and practice has tended to

focus on direct stakeholders and immediate experiences of harm. More

work is needed to think about the relationship of transitional justice to

broader collective harm and the indirect stakeholders of reconciliation.

Procedural Reconciliation: Cumulative Repair and

a Dynamic Contextual Approach

In this book, I seek to broaden conceptual understandings of reconcilia-

tion to think about ways in which societies normalize – or alter and

overhaul – political and social relations in the aftermath of longer-term

divisive conflicts. Reconciliation, I argue, often occurs in less visible and

unexpected ways. In the conceptual sections of the book, I look at what

I refer to as procedural reconciliation as a future-oriented process on the

14 Paul Gready, The Era of Transitional Justice: The Aftermath of the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission in South Africa and Beyond (New York, NY: Routledge, 2011); Richard

A. Wilson, The Politics of Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa: Legitimizing the Post-

Apartheid State (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
15 This applies also to academic and policy literature on the contribution of transitional

justice to peace-building. Often focusing on ex-combatants, participation in transitional

justice is theorized to help reintegration by providing ex-combatants with a voice, allow-

ing them to show contrition, and facilitating participation in rituals and cleansing,

thereby building trust in affected communities. See Lars Waldorf, “Just Peace?

Integrating DDR and Transitional Justice,” in Transitional Justice and Peace-building on

the Ground, ed. Chandra Lekha Sriram, Jemima García-Godos, Johanna Herman, and

Olga Martin-Ortega (London: Routledge, 2013), p. 67.
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societal level and outline an often tense and contentious politics of recon-

ciliation. I conceive of procedural reconciliation as a critical and ongoing

process, which is open ended and becomes contested and revisited over

time.16 Theoretically, I make the case that conceptualizing reconciliation

as a more limited and abstract societal endeavor makes it possible to

highlight partial instances of reconciliation even in deeply divided and

hostile contexts. While transitional justice may not bring about deep-

seated psychological transformation and a convergence of viewpoints, it

can still facilitate a normative and discursive process through which

groups and individuals pursue claims related to the past. This process

does not resolve conflict, but it fosters coexistence by transferring conflict

into the public sphere.

In the theoretical and empirical sections of the book, I offer a dynamic

and fluid conception of transition. Transitional justice processes, I con-

tend, are more than temporary pedagogical instruments. In charged

social and political transitions, they become arenas and expressions of

politics – spaces where individuals and groups pursue grievances and

aspirations and stake out social standing and legitimacy.
17

Plugging into

an older philosophical literature at the intersection of transitional justice,

social psychology, education, and democratization, I maintain that post-

war contexts offer a particular type of momentum as political entrepre-

neurs and civil society mobilize around future objectives and visions.

While this energy can generate further conflict, it can simultaneously

strengthen and bestow legitimacy on nonviolent political channels and

activism. Rather than identify a defined endpoint that individuals or

societies reach, procedural reconciliation is an active and often unpre-

dictable process that operates at multiple levels and takes varying forms

over time. From this perspective, transitional justice and peace-building

processes are unlikely to change viewpoints, particularly where abuses are

within living memory and actors’ identities are embedded in their roles in

conflict. They can, however, alter the parameters of normative engage-

ment and political behavior. Existing empirical research has often under-

appreciated these significant, although more long-term and indirect,

16
Claire Moon, “Prelapsarian State: Forgiveness and Reconciliation in Transitional

Justice,” International Journal for Semiotics of Law 17 (2004), pp. 185–197;

Adrian Little, “Disjunctured Narratives: Rethinking Reconciliation and Conflict

Transformation,” International Political Science Review 33 (2012); Andrew Schaap,

Political Reconciliation (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2001).
17

Rolando Ames Cobián and Félix Reátegui, “Toward Systemic Social Transformation:

Truth Commissions and Development,” in Transitional Justice and Development: Making

Connections, ed. Pablo de Greiff and Roger Duthie (New York, NY: Social Science

Research Council, 2009), p. 146.
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dynamics, tending to evaluate transitional justice for its direct impact on

social perceptions and political behavior.

Applied to the case studies of Sierra Leone and Peru, I am interested in

the challenges and possibilities of reconciliation in protracted intrastate

conflicts. Throughout the book, I emphasize the importance of context in

shaping local experiences and perceptions of transitional justice. I look at

post-war Sierra Leone and Peru as settings of deep-rooted societal inse-

curity. More so than earlier Cold War transitions, where strong author-

itarian states and military governments committed abuses, I contend that

transitions from protracted intrastate conflicts present intense and multi-

faceted challenges. They are often characterized by weak and failed states

and fragile peace agreements, making them vulnerable to future violence

and spoilers.18 Where violence continues sporadically or presents a

continued threat, attempts to create accountability likely augment fear

and mistrust among local populations. Intrastate conflicts are also likely

to present additionally complex challenges of recovery through their

politicization of ethnic–sectarian or class divisions, which often further

politicize injustice. In Peru, for instance, where the majority of victims

represented an indigenous and largely rural population, the ethnic under-

tones of the conflict had a harmful double impact, reinforcing a sense of

victimization among affected populations and distancing the conflict

from the experiences of the country’s coastal middle classes. The impo-

verished background of many victims of the Peruvian military, in turn,

further magnified the effects of violence and suffering in heavily hit areas.

Protracted conflicts also tend to be characterized by political violence at

the hands of state agents and insurgency groups, as well as micro-level

communal violence.19 Manifold experiences of violence leave multiple

parallel legacies. While political violence at the hands of state agents

perpetuates mistrust and fear of authority, communal violence shatters

social norms and communal life.20 Where political violence degrades

civic trust and institutions, leaving individuals atomized and disempow-

ered, long-term communal violence and population displacement tear

apart the social fabric, affecting everyday social interactions.21 These

18
Kimberly Theidon describes a general condition of simmering low-intensity intrastate

conflicts. Entre Prójimos: Violencia y La Política de la Reconciliación en el Perú (Lima, Perú:

Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 2004).
19 Azar, The Management.
20 Fionnuala Ní Aoláin and Colm Campbell, “The Paradox of Transitions in Conflicted

Democracies,” Human Rights Quarterly 27, 1 (2005), pp. 185–197.
21

Quinn, “What Is Reconciliation,” p. 181. See also Pablo de Greiff, “Articulating the

Links between Transitional Justice and Development: Justice and Social Integration,” in

Transitional Justice and Development: Making Connections, ed. Pablo de Greiff and

Roger Duthie (New York, NY: Social Science Research Council, 2009), pp. 28–75.
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